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By  Bob Spruck 
 MotorMouth/south 
 

W ebster defines the word “finale” as the “concluding part of any performance or 
course of proceedings”. (Actually, it was Wikipedia – I couldn’t find the ancient and 

dog eared dictionary on our dusty book shelves, so I deferred to the more contemporary 
equivalent. Plus, it just sounded weird to reference Wikipedia rather than Webster). Not 
only is the three day event at Roebling Road Raceway, 20 miles west of Savannah, GA 
the last of the group’s six events at five tracks, it is also the last vintage racing event in the 
nation, as it has been for the past 14 years. A finale for sure!  

VDCA, a southeast headquartered and oriented 
vintage racing club, has an advantage there. The 
Season Finale attracted over 100 racers from cold-
er climes wanting one more race now that the 
snow and frigid weather has arrived back home, 
racers wintering in sunny Florida able to extend 
their season or racing with VDCA for the first time, 
and the regular and dedicated Club members who 
wouldn’t miss this event for all the tea in China.  

There wasn’t much tea at Roebling, but there was 
plenty of barbequed brisket, sausage, pulled pork, 
salads, and, of course, fresh Chesapeake and Pensacola OYSTERS, not to mention a 
wide assortment of beers and wines, at the much anticipated Saturday night Pig Pickin’ 
and Oyster Roast.  

There was plenty of track time, too. Registration and tech inspection on Thursday after-
noon allowed almost everyone to be ready for an early start on Friday when each of the 5 
race Groups enjoyed 2 half-hour sessions on track as well as the infamous Happy Hour 
Bracket Challenge Classic at the end of the day. As is tradition, the VDCA vintage cars 
shared the weekend with the Tarheel Chapter BMW Car Club of America which had 4 
track sessions. A Red Wine and Brew Party was once again hosted by Formula Ford racer 
Duke Waldrop and his wife Fay at their RV, featuring a cornucopia of serious hors d’oeu-
vres and drinks for vintage racers and crew after the racing for the day was over. Catching 
up with old friends and getting to know new ones continued into the late evening. 

Saturday’s unbelievable weather with temps starting out in the low 50’s and quickly climb-
ing into the mid 70’s had us shedding first our sweatshirt layers and then our shirt layers, 
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resulting in T-shirts by noon. The sky was a beautiful shade of Speedwell Blue with bright white puffy clouds that made 
you squint. One of my favorite activities between races was lying on my back watching nature’s racing in the sky as 
clouds at different altitudes overtook (or bumped into) clouds at other altitudes. It was almost as awesome as the action 
on the track. BMW and vintage practice sessions consumed Saturday morning and prepped us for the excitement of the 
afternoon Feature Races for all Groups and the BMW Maxi-Enduro. In addition to providing some excellent racing, the 
action whetted our appetites (and thirsts) for the Pig Pickin’ and Oyster Roast that evening. 
 
THE GIMMICK RACE 
 

T he first official excitement of the weekend was the Happy Hour Bracket Race Challenge, previously and still popu-
larly known as the Gimmick Race, held after the practice sessions on Friday. The gimmick this time was that each 

driver on four-man teams stated a target lap time. The plus or minus differential of the closest lap time to the stated    
target lap time for each of the drivers on each team was added together and the team with the smallest total was        
declared the winner. Thirty-eight cars from all the Groups started the race and after 30 minutes, thirty-eight finished, a 
tribute to courteous and gentlemanly racing. The best lap times of cars as diverse as the blindingly fast DSR 750cc 
Legrand of Casey Haddock who had the fastest lap of the race and the blindingly loud Dreyer Ford Special of Scott Ebert 
from the Pre-War Group who had the slowest, differed by 35 seconds. A considerable amount of passing and racing was 
carried out with lots of excitement and no episodes. Due to either careful calculations or pure luck, depending on who 
you listened to, the Cheap Drunks Times Four Team was declared the winner. Rob Stewart (’67 Triumph Spitfire), Leo 
Oddi (’68 Triumph TR250), George Wright (’72 Datsun 240Z), and Dean Tetterton (’64 Triumph TR4) were the wily team 
members who won the only awards that VDCA ever gives out. The plush Snoopy characters weren’t really that bad!  
Scott Nettleship in his ‘81 Crossle Club Ford was closest to his target time with an incredible (lucky?) .088 second differ-
ence. Casey Haddock, unsurprisingly, had the fastest lap time in his ’80 Legrand Mk 18 DSR. 
 
THE FEATURE RACES 

 
GROUP 1 
 s mall displacement production cars like Sprites, Midgets, 

Minis, Spitfires, Fiats, and Turners, provided the usual 
amount of great racing. Not much passing at the front of the 
pack, but lots back in mid-pack. The Haddocks started first, 
ran first, and finished first in the smooth, fast and screaming 
Legrand DSR. Phil Wicks went off second in his yellow ’67 
Mini with the always fast but especially so this weekend Rob 
Stewart in his ‘67 Spitfire right behind him. Rob’s second lap 
pass of Phil got him into second place, and he skillfully man-
aged to stay there until the end. Both Casey and Rob gained 

a significant lead over third place Wicks and John Jones in his ’67 Sprite 
who raced each other real close for the entire 16 laps. Strong efforts and 
good racing took place between Shea Brown in his ’74 Fiat 128 Coupe 
and Tim Slater in his ‘65 Spitfire, between Mark Craig in his ’73 Spitfire 
and Beau Gabel in his ’60 Turner until he went out with transmission trou-
ble, and Gary Hagopian in his ’64 Spridget and Brian MacEachern in his 
’59 Sprite.  
 
Becky Labat was doing fine in her ’73 MG Midget until some fuel escaped 
the carburetors and combusted outside the combustion chambers. Fellow 
competitor Mark Craig came to her rescue trackside and on Saturday 
night was presented with an Effingham County Volunteer Fire Department 
award for assisting her. Talk about vintage racer spirit and concern! Thank 
you, Mark. 
 

GROUP 2, 5, & 7 

T his group includes open wheel cars such as Club Fords and Formula Fords, and various iterations of sports 
racers. Because of an almost ten second per lap difference in lap times of the two styles of racers, a split 

start was utilized, with the FFs and CFs 30 seconds in arears.  
The Fords were theoretically pretty evenly matched until Doug Meis (’74 Lola T340) found his rhythm after lap 5 
and pulled out a 10 car lead over Rollin Butler (’79 Crossle 35F) who led the group for the first 4 laps. They  
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finished that way with Scott Nettleship (’81 Crossle 35F) in third. Les Bowers (’77 Hawke DL2A) and Paul 
Buttrose (’79 Crossle 35F) hooked up after passing a few other cars and had a real close battle until they got 
together in the carousel. Both came in on the hook. The cars will need some serious mechanical attention and 
fortunately both drivers needed only some relatively minor medical attention. Meanwhile out front were the five 
sports racers. Larry Wilson led the first lap in his ’69 Brabham BT29 until the ’88 Swift DB2 with Dave Handy 
driving passed him during lap 2. They stayed this way until the patient but hard working Wilson got by Handy 
when it counted on the last lap. Steady but reliable Burt Levy in Dave Bondon’s ’87 Royale RP4, Greg Miller in 
his blue and orange ’85 Swift DB2, and Robert Hibdon in his ’86 Swift S2 started and finished in that order after 
much close but uncontested racing. 

 
GROUP 3 

M edium size production cars fall into Group 3. Leo Oddi (’68 TR250), Rich-
ard Schnabel (’74 Fiat 124 Spider), and Jack Poteet (’64 Morgan 4/4) 

traded places up front for the majority of the race until Jack pulled off unexpect-
edly on lap 12 at pit out with some serious mechanical issues. That let Leo finish 
first with Richard one car length back in second. Hank Giffin in his ’59 Elva Cou-
rier had a strong last third of the race and came in third. Tom Turner, in the in-
terestingly unusual ’67 Alfa Romeo Guila Super sedan was fourth.  Mid-pack, 
six guys were having a ball as they freight-trained it for the entire twenty-five 
minutes. Tom Coryn (’65 MGB), Mike Fisher (’60 Austin Healey 3000), Bill 
Vanderford (’90 Mazda Miata), John Hasty (’59 TR3), Dean Tetterton (’64 TR4), 

and Mike Morrison (’75 MGB) had an exciting time as they raced each other hard all race and finished fifth 
through tenth. Ben Prewitt pushed his AH 3000 all weekend and was happy with his results.  

 
GROUP 6 & 8 

T his Group includes the big guns – the large 
imports and the larger American iron. It is 

an impressive display of handling, noise, and 
strategy. The imports, although smaller in dis-
placement, are faster through the turns, and 
generally the V8 American cars are slower in 
the turns but faster on the straights. Since 
Roebling has 9 turns and only one straight, 
you’d think the imports have an advantage and 
you’d be right. The results show exactly that. 
The light, nimble, and high revving ’65 Ginetta 
G4s of Michael Clifford and Hervey Parke and 
the’72 Lotus Europa of Bob Desloge all started in the top 6 and finished as the top 3 after Ceaser Cone (’67 Alfa 
Duetto), Henry Costanza (’73 240Z), and Skip Bryan(‘72 BMW 2002) all had troubles. Those wonderfully loud 
and thunderous V8s were from 4 to 10 seconds slower and finished mid pack. But the Fords (Mustangs, Fal-
cons, and Tigers) and GMs (Chevies and Firebirds) sure got the juices flowing. Knowledge of physics and geom-
etry and that built-in clock contributed to the tactics of gaining just enough of a lead in the turns to hold off the 
faster big cars on the straight. For most of the guys, it worked. 

 
GROUP 9 & FV 

T wo races in one -- a very exciting Formula Vee race as al-
ways, and a relatively good turnout of four Pre-War class 

cars, all of which finished the race. FVs, by design, are pretty 
closely matched. That’s why they run in a nose to tail pack, never 
brake, take advantage of the slightest variations, and offer the 
closest racing of almost any class. That’s what we had here, once 
again. Mike Jackson (’69 Shadowfax) and Mike Ennis (’69 Lynx B) 
are so closely matched in both driving skill and mechanical config-
uration that their racing could be said to be rather boring. But if 
you really watch closely at what’s going on, it is far from it. The 
strategy, the tactics, the luck, and the outright skill displayed by 

these two FV veterans is amazing. It’s the little things that count towards one having an advantage over the oth-
er. And that changes many times per lap. As the gentle breeze turned into a slight tailwind during the half hour 
race, the second car in the two car train had an advantage because it was to windward while the lead car was in 
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the lee of the follower. You better believe the windward car 
knew that and played this advantage for all it was worth. It 
was almost like a push to pass button. Passing took place 
numerous times per lap and being at only one place on the 
track caused the observer to miss much of the raw excite-
ment of what was going on everyplace else. The lap charts 
showed only six lead changes at the start/finish line at the 
middle of the front straight, but even from there, one could 
see passes both before and after that point. Imagine what 
went on on the back side!  This time, Mike Jackson prevailed 
but only in the last few feet before the checker was wagged, 
exactly .024 seconds to the good. Neil Sullivan in a ’69 Lynx 
finished third, eleven seconds back. (The trio repeated the 
performance on Sunday afternoon with all three, Jackson, Ennis and Sullivan, crossing the finish line simultane-
ously!  They had to wait for T&S to tell them who had actually won.)  Back to Saturday--Bo Lemmon had a 
strong race and finished fourth in his ’65 Formcar while Oliver Tolksdorf with his ’69 Zinc C4 also had a great 
race. 

In the Pre-war field, George Pardee started on the pole in their split start, but, not surprisingly, the torque gener-
ated by the big flathead with 3-2s in Scott Ebert’s Dreyer Ford Special enabled him to out drag the little MGTF 
between the first wag of the green flag and the start line. George could catch him in the turns, but Scott would 
pull away on the straight. Sure must have been frustrating for poor George who finished only a few seconds 
back. 

 
THE ENDURO 
 

L ike the Gimmick Race, thirty-nine cars started the hour long Endur-
ance Race on Sunday morning but some dropped out because of 

technical problems, or sufficient laps full of fun, or just plain fatigue. As 
could be expected the fast sports racers and Formula cars ran away from 
the pack early on. Larry Wilson in his 1969 Brabham BT 29 and Dave 
Handy in his 1988 Swift DB2 were acting like FVs, so nose to tail that you 
almost couldn’t see daylight between them. A sizeable gap behind but 

respectable never the less was Burt Levy in the Royale 
RP4 he mooched from Dave Bondon who skipped the En-
duro because he was busy shaking down his newly fin-
ished Morgan 4/4. By lap 3, the gap was half the front 
straight and the leaders began lapping the tailenders.  

 
On lap 9, a full course yellow was thrown and the pace car 
went out when a car went off in Turn 3. That provided an 
opportunity for the mandatory 5 minute pit stop for many 
drivers, albeit too early for some. Strategies changed big 
time with that move!  When racing resumed shortly there-
after, things settled down for a while until another full 
course yellow/safety car with 

about fifteen minutes left in the race. A beautiful Ginetta coupe spent some time in 
the ugly sand but was quickly recovered. At the end of 39 laps, Dave Handy was 
solidly in first place with his Swift. Robert Hibdon was in third place in his Swift. And 
lo and behold, Burt Levy was right there between them in second in the borrowed 
Royale. He even “missed” the checkered flag and made an extra, “victory” lap.  
Being pure BS, he claimed it was the first time he ever had done that. Few believed 
him. We know BS when we hear it. 
 

Because of the normal mechanical and travel attrition most race organizations see by Sun-
day, the Feature races were held on Saturday with much larger fields and more exciting rac-
ing than would have been experienced with the smaller fields on Sunday. This arrangement 
worked well and will probably continue in the future. Another successful weekend and  
season for VDCA, and its members concluded on Sunday with lots of wishes for safe travel 
home and happy holidays.  
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A WORD ABOUT TIRES 
 
VDCA is a small club which operates through the volunteer efforts of a handful of officials.  As 
such, we do not have the capacity to conduct  extensive inspections of cars entered in our 
events to assure that they are  in correct specification.  We rely largely on the honor system, but 
will be responsive to specific rule compliance items that come to my attention. 
 
From our web page, the rules are as follows:  
 “Tires:  Since many of our members also attend SVRA events and we generally  accept most 
cars that are eligible for SVRA Groups 1/3/4/6/8 (& selected  Group 2/5/7), SVRA tire rules are 
adopted for VDCA competition.  The SVRA  tire rules for each Group can be found on the SVRA 
website at   http://www.svra.com/.  Most Groups have a specified  list of acceptable tires.” 
 

Please review the tire rules for your group and plan to come to your next VDCA event with correct and legal tires on your 
car.  Since I am aware that  this has become an issue, I will be checking for compliance.  Cars found to be out of compli-
ance will have a note written into the logbook directing the entrant to correct the issue.  — Doug 

A	Special	Thank	You	at	the	end	of	the	year	to	all	those	volunteers	who	make	VDCA	possible. 
 

No one at VDCA draws a “salary;” consequently, we could not operate our events  
without the generous contributions of time and talents by various members and  
their families.   
Let us not let the New Year begin without raising a glass to toast their commitment  
to our success. 
—Please forgive us if we have left anyone out—it is an extensive list. 

Our Entrants:  without you none of this would be possible  

Our Board:   
Les Bowers  
Hank Giffin 
Mike Jackson — Race Director 
Doug Meis — Technical Director 
Ray Morgan 
 
Heavy Lifting: 
Les Bowers – all our membership cards 
Henry and Mary Costanzo (& Ken and Victor)– Dinner arrange 
         ments for Atlanta and Oyster Wranglers extraordinaire 
Ray Morgan – Event Organizer for Atlanta 
Sue Slater – Chiefest Oyster Wrangler  
Bob Spruck – Newsletter articles and photography 
 
Party Donors & Hospitality:  
Bob Clarke -- the Bunny’s Butt trophy for VIR 
Becky Labatt – prizes for gimmick races 
Jerry Peters – host for Atlanta Saturday night dinner 
Tim and Sue Slater – Oysters for the Finale 
Duke and Fay Waldrop – Wine and Brew Receptions on  
                            Friday evenings 
Larry Wilson – hosted lunch for all Vintage entrants at PBIR 
Zapata Racing:  David Bearden, David Conrad, Mark Craig, V. 
Carl George, Roger Brusnahan – Dinner at Atlanta 
 
Registration:  (Sandy’s minions) 
Mary Costanzo 
Stevie Giffin 
Robin Pass Handy 
Marcia Meis 
Christine Nettleship 
Sue Slater 
 

 
Timing and Scoring:   
Barbara Wells 
Craig Harmon 
Paul Meis — Championship points keeper for F-Vee 
 
Tech: 
Paul Buttrose  
Mike Ennis 
Storm Field 
Henry Frye 
Chris Meyers 
Frank Mount 
Leo Oddi 
Klaus Ortmann 
Stacey Schepens,  
Tivvy Shenton, VRG 
Dave Smith 
Bob Spruck 
Chris Spruck 
 
Pace Car Pilots  
Craig Harmon 
Paul McGinley with  Linda Gass and Matt McGinley also 
John and Linda Rollins 
 
VDCA Gear – Tim & Sue Slater and Scott & Christine Nettle-
ship and Mary Costanzo 
 
Photographers 
Robyn Handy 
Christine Nettleship 
Tom Reimer 
Fay Waldrop 
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Do we have your correct  
e-mail address?????? 

 

I f VDCA has your correct e-mail address, you will receive important Club  
communications from us and from MotorsportReg.com. With the cost of 

printing and postage going up all the time, we are looking to do more communication electronically and less with direct 
paper.  So, be sure to contact  us if you change e-mail providers.  You can drop Mike a note at vdca@earthlink.net or 
call us at 561-622-7554.  We promise to not send you too much electronic mail, but we want to provide timely infor-
mation about event registration and plans.   

We are using the electronic service Constant Contact to send most of our e-mail blasts.  They have a link at the bottom 
of every note to have your e-mail address removed from our list so if you decide you do not wish to receive our e-mails 
you can do so.  Following your action, their service will never again allow us to send to you so be careful in making such 
a decision. 

If you do not have an e-mail address, we will continue mailing our newsletters, but they are occasionally not timed well 
for late-breaking information.  Please let us know if you are opting out of e-mail contact or have no e-mail so that we 
know who you are.  Oh, and if you move, please be sure to let us know of your change in mailing address too. 

Kleinpeter Award:   
awarded to Scott Nettleship.   
 
The presentation of the annual Hugh Kleinpeter Award 
is another high point of the Season Finale. In his honor 
this award is given each year to the VDCA member 
who best exemplifies the vintage racing spirit as ex-
emplified by long time racer Hugh Kleinpeter who was 
successful in many races with SCCA and IMSA, and who had been involved in the develop-
ment of American built cars such as the Begra with Henry Grady and Beach racers with 
Gene Beach. 

 
Previous winner Peter Krause and Hugh’s son Kenneth Kleinpeter along with Fran Butler presented this year’s award 
to Scott Nettleship, driver of the #63 Crossle Club Ford.  Peter offered comments about Hugh’s  love of Roebling Road, 
and his contributions to the sport of vintage sports car racing before congratulating Scott on being chosen this year.   
 
Former winners were invited to join the selection committee in choosing this year’s recipient. 

Hugh Kleinpeter at Daytona in 1974.   

Photo by Christine Nettleship 



 

 



2016 
Wild Hare Run 

 VIR 
April 8 – 10 

The Jefferson 500 
 with VRG  

Summit Point  
May 12 -15 

Hotlanta Historics 
Road Atlanta 

July 9 - 10 
Hurricane in Savannah 

Roebling Road  
Sept 10 - 11 

Palm Beach Classic 
 with FL Reg SCCA 

PBIR 
Nov 12 - 13 

Season Finale 
Roebling Road  

Dec 9 – 11 

Reach us at 
561-622-7554 

VDCA@earthlink.net 
Vintagedrive.com 

 A Note from Your Race Director 

T here have been some housekeeping adjustments for 2016 that you need 
to be aware of.  First, when your membership expires, you can now re-

new on-line through MotorsportReg.com.  This gives you the option to pay 
with a credit card rather than mailing a check.  Your membership is still only 

$50 and will still run for a full calendar year from when you renew.  In addition, we have 
simplified our medical forms (as have most other racing groups) so that there is less pa-
perwork for you and your doctor. The new form is available at our website, but rest     
assured, we will also continue to honor medical forms from other VMC member groups.  
The important thing is that your doctor certifies you are fit enough to pilot a race car.    

And speaking of safety, a word about safety gear for 2016: 

1. Helmets – the new 2015 spec helmets are becoming available now.  Mine was a 
Christmas present!  However, VDCA is not going to advance our requirement for 
helmets.  Your helmet will be inspected, and if it shows signs of damage or deteriora-
tion of the internal foam or padding, you will be told to upgrade before the next event.  
Some vendors have great deals of new 2010 helmets right now! 

2. Lap/shoulder belts  -- we do not have a date requirement,  but you should consider 
replacement every 5 years, and Tech has the right to declare your belts unaccepta-
ble based on observed wear. 

3. Head and neck restraints  -- we do not require them, but I recommend that you  
seriously consider investing in one.  It is the most significant safety improvement in a 
very long time. 

Hope to see you all at VIR!   


